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Brand Name

PartyOverHere! came out of slang sayings around the neighborhood where I grew up. Anytime anyone announced 
there was a party, people would yell “Party over here!” like an anthem or a mantra. 

My research shows only one company that has the same name and it is trademarked but it has no tagline. My tagline 
will be trademarked with the company name so it will differentiate me from the other company in one more than one 
way. The other company doesn’t do fundraising and it has a diversified focus where as mine is primarily birthday 
parties.

PartyOverHere! exemplifies the Law of Credentials. We back up our brand with satisfied customers certifying we 
deliver on our promise to throw the best birthday celebration ever had. 

My brand name is fanciful and descriptive at the same time. Almost whimsical in nature. I would even venture 
festive.
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Corporate Culture

My companies primary objective is to party. All the time. There is always an occasion to celebrate and it is our 
mission to help people do that. Life is too short to miss a celebration of any kind. Primarily it will be birthday parties 
but we will welcome any and all opportunites to throw a party.

Within the walls of PartyOverHere!, we will have a board listing all employees and their families celebrations-
birthday’s, anniversaries, etc. 

We will choose our favorite celebrities and throw them a birthday party because we like to party.

We will celebrate every documented holiday and remebrance day we can find (thank you Hallmark holiday calendar) 
with potlucks and sugary baked goods.

It’s Tuesday...we will will party just because!
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Mission Statement

PartyOverHere! wants to help our customers 
celebrate lifes moments with quality planning 
and execution. PartyOverHere! will be the 
difference between mediocrity and the 
extraordinary.
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Tagline

Let’s Celebrate

This tagline is both descriptive and specific 
because it solidifies our company mission to 
celebrate birthdays and other events in life. It 
will remind people to enjoy life and remind them 
there is a party around every corner.
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Brand Identity(Logo)

I envision my logo with the lettering in 
various shades of the same color inside a 
balloon with confetti and or fireworks in 
the background. I chose purple for this 
mock up because it signifies royalty and 
that is how PartyOverHere! will treat its 

customers. The balloon falls under a 
pictorial mark as a symbol of a party or 

celebration.

Party
Over
Here!

Let’s 
Celebrate

This logo personifies a party
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